Terrace and Pool

GDM.MOSAICO tile oxydo, magma

When we are in the garden we flourish and
enjoy time with family and friends.Create
your own personal feel-good place. We are
happy to support you in doing so.
Silvia Godelmann Director of Marketing and Communication

Immerse yourself
The trend towards owning a pool is unbroken. More and more
garden owners are fulfilling the dream of having their own pool in
their gardens. We can offer you the right setting for your swimming
pool. Whether as a curved design with rounded head side or as a
flat design with chamfered edge.
In our factory we can put together customised solutions, in individual colours and sizes, tailored to your project. And because swimming pool enclosures are often wet, surfaces can be shot-peened to
improve slip resistance.

GDM.DUNA tile visia, Weiß, 75/50/(2,5 – 3) cm

Outdoor kitchens
An outdoor kitchen signifies new possibilities in your own backyard. Thus, a private
garden expands from a living room, a
recreation space and a playground into an
enjoyable outdoor kitchen. Move convivial
cooking parties out of your own four walls
into the garden. Spend time with friends
and family in the fresh air and put meat and
vegetables on the grill together, or use the
hot plate. In our factory, outdoor kitchens
are created to fit your needs and requirements. Contact us!

GDM.APPARENTE TILE visia, dark grey

GDM.MASSIMO tile visia, light grey, 120/60 and pool enclosure consisting of GDM.MASSIMO step visia, light grey

The visible edge panels
have been slightly rounded
and are blasted with a
fine-grain finish.

GDM.SCADA stone ferro, grey uni, 120/40/12 cm and pool enclosure consisting of GDM.MASSIMO L-step ferro, grey

Privacy screen
The terrace is an additional outdoor room in the summer. Cosiness
and privacy are part of it. A privacy screen is the ideal solution so
that you can do whatever you want there without prying eyes. Walls
made of stone or an attractive wall covering with our design tiles
provide more privacy in the garden, and at the same time also offer
wind protection for a cozy seating area. A privacy screen, of course,
not only separates your property from neighbors; it is also a design
element that attracts attention.

GDM.MOSAICO tile etrusco, grey

GDM.MOSAICO tile oxydo, magma

Our pool borders are both
sure-footed and can be walked
on barefoot, plus they have
multiple view sides and can
accommodate the shape of the
pool with custom dimensions.

GDM.APPARENTE tile visia, light grey

GDM.MASSIMO plank visia, anthracite, 250/all widths, GDM.MASSIMO visia, anthracite, 80/80 cm
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Discover the variety of our products.
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and GDM.NOVO wall proActive linear, slate, 75/25/15 cm

